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The place of intellectus in the theory of signification 
by Abelard and Ars Meliduna 

SHIMIZU Tetsuro (Tohoku University) 
 
    The main concern of the present paper is with some theories of significatio in the 
12th century, and how intellectus and imaginatio play a role in them, but not in others. In 
the present paper, I shall restrict my attention to Abelard and Ars meliduna, hoping to 
contrast them.  
 

ABELARD’S THEORY OF SIGNIFICATION 
    As for Abelard's theory, I will make some comments concerning the present subject, 
with a summary of the conclusions that I have described elsewhere1. In Glosse super 
Porphyrium («Ingredientibus»), Abelard's theory of signification bound up with his 
explanation and revision of the vocalist theory of a universal. He starts with the 
definition of the universal, which involves the idea of impositio and nominatio, and so 
far the theory contains the name-things relationship only. Abelard, however, also shows 
its difficulties, by raising the two cardinal aspects of signification: the first concerns 
nominatio, or significatio in the broader sense, while the second, the intellectus that a 
name produces in the hearer, and this act of a name is significatio in the strict sense. 
Then he tries to solve the difficulties and presents his revision of the theory regarding 
each of the two aspects2.  
 
1. causa communis and status 

Regarding the first aspect, which is concerned with the name-things relationship, 
the problem is: What is a universal vocal word the name of? Or: How can a name be 
common to many things? If Abelard admitted the realist theory, he could answer by 
referring to a universal thing (res) that is common to certain singulars. As a vocalist, 
however, rejects this answer, and tries to find another one. 

His reply is that there is something common to those things of which a universal 
vocal word is the name, and that this something common is the cause of the imposition 
of a common name, though this something is not a thing (res), but a fact such as that 
each of them is a man. It is in this context that Abelard introduces the term status, which 
is the common cause of a name’s imposition. For instance status hominis is just esse 
hominem (being a man) and is the common characteristic that can be predicated of all 
men. By this, he rejects the theory that a res, i.e. man, is common to all men3.  
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   At this point I should like to add one point in detail concerning the passage in 
dispute between scholars4 that is the last sentence of his explanation of the common 
cause of a name’s imposition: «Statum quoque hominis res ipsas in[‘non’ in MS] natura 
hominis statutas possumus appellare, quarum communem similitudinem ille concipit, 
qui vocabulum imposuit». John Marenbon, in his comprehensive book on Abelard, 
translates it thus: «We can also call status those things set up [statutas] in the nature of 
man, the common likeness of which was grasped by the person who imposed the word 
<man>», meaning by «those things» the particular mortalities, rationalities and so on.  

I agree with Geyer and Marenbon’s reading of the text as «in (instead of ‘non’ in the 
MS.) natura hominis». I cannot agree, however, with Marenbon’s explanation of «res 
ipsae». In my view, after explaining status as esse himinem, Abelard is referring here to 
another possibility of what we can accept as the status hominis (quoque … possumus 
appellare), i.e., res ipsae, which I think are individual human beings themselves, so that 
the possible referents of «status» should be distinguished from the former referent, i.e., 
esse hominem. That is, all individual men as a whole constitute the status hominis and it 
can be said the common cause of the name’s imposition, for the person who imposed 
the word did it on the basis of apprehending the common likeness of those individuals. 
If so, those individuals were the cause of the name’s imposition. This, I believe, is the 
context in which Abelard refers to the common likeness here. 
   I would add that the first referent corresponds to the identity theory as a subspecies 
of indifference theory on the side of realism, and Abelard makes use of the phrase 
prompted by the identity theory with some revision, when he says, «singuli homines 
convenient…non in homine, sed in esse hominem»5. While the second (possible) 
referents correspond to another realist theory, i.e., the collectio theory. Abelard never 
admits, however, that the totality of men is the universal thing (res), but singular men 
themselves (res ipsae) as a whole can be called the status. This interpretation may be 
confirmed by Abelard’s own account of the collection theory6, where he refers to «a 
thinking collected from a substantial likeness of individuals», which is similar to «res 
ipsae…, the common likeness of which was apprehended by the person» in the present 
context. 
   It is presumable that Abelard uses the term «status» generally with the meaning that 
which exists on the side of reality and is the cause of the structure of language7. He is 
now trying to explain how a name is common to some things but not to others, so that 
the common cause Abelard is now referring to should be a fact in the world, i.e., «status 
of X» refers to the fact in the world that is common to everything called «X». I agree 
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with Marenbon so far as he explains «status rerum» as «how things are», «the condition 
of things», but I hesitate to accept his explanation of common conceptions of God in 
terms of the status of things, which are as a result connected with human conceptions8. 
Thus my claim is concerned with his interpretation of status as a whole; I hope to 
discuss the point in detail elsewhere. 
 
2. significatio intellectus 
     Regarding the second aspect, i.e. in respect of significatio intellectus, the problem 
is as follows: when we hear a statement that contains the word «man», it is very often 
the case that we cannot understand who is referred to by the statement. Thus «man» 
does not produce an understanding of any individual in the hearer's mind. 
Understanding, however, cannot be without its object; every understanding is an 
understanding of something. Therefore, «man» cannot produce any understanding in the 
hearer.  
    Replying to this objection, Abelard claims that it produces the understanding which 
«conceives the common likeness of things» and tries to explain this in detail.  
 (1) imaginatio theory. First he interprets intellectus in terms of mental images, saying 
that the intellection produced by a universal word, e.g., «man», is directed toward an 
imaginary likeness, or a form, which is common to all men and not peculiar to any man9. 
Thus we can call this the «imaginatio theory» of signification. 
 (2) formae in God before creation. Secondly Abelard admits that the form towards 
which the understanding is directed can be said to be the object of signification as well. 
In the argument Abelard refers to conceptions in God's mind before creation, 
interpreting a passage from Priscian10. 
 (3) abstractio theory as an addition. Thirdly Abelard introduces a theory of abstraction 
in addition to the preceding two points. Here, an intellectus of a universal is said to 
result by the act of abstraction, by which for instance «man» is understood as a rational 
mortal animal11. 

The difference between imaginatio and abstractio theory is apparent. Both are 
concerned with what results when I hear «man», but the former says that a certain figure 
which is common to all men and not peculiar to any man rises in my mind, while the 
latter, that I have the conception of a rational mortal animal. Abelard, however, says 
nothing about the relationship between these two modes of intellect, and thus both 
modes are only put side by side in the Glosse. In addition, at this stage significatio is 
still a temporary act in that it exists only when someone hears a vox uttered by someone 
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else, and correspondingly, also intellectus is a temporary act produced in the hearer. 
 
3. sermo established with respect to intellectus as an abstract entity 
   Abelard's later theory shown in the Glossule super Porphyrium is different from that 
in the Glosse not only in that now it is a sermo, and not a vox, that is a universal, but 
also in that the sermo has been established (instituta) with respect to intellectus, while in 
the Glosse a nomen has been imposed, or invented, with respect to things (res)12. Also, 
words and their signification are no longer temporary; he claims that the sermo exists 
even when no one utters it13. For it exists in the sense that the relationship between 
sermo and intellectus has been established. Thus, although a sermo is a vocal entity, 
nevertheless its existence is independent of the vocal entity. Correspondingly an 
intellectus seems also to exist independently of someone's actual act of understanding. 
Again, an intellectus is not explained in terms of imaginatio theory any more, but 
exclusively in terms of abstractio theory.  
 

ARS MELIDUNA 
The second text that I shall examine is from the latter half of the 12th century, 

namely the Ars Meliduna14, which, in my view, shows a remarkable contrast with 
Abelard’s theory. Its theory of signification has been discussed already by scholars15, 
nevertheless I hope to add a few points to their reports, by putting my focus on the role 
of intellectus around vocal words (voces). 
 
1. intellectus and causa institutionis vocum 

The anonymous author shows the role of intellectus in terms of causa institutionis 
vocum. The reason why vocal language has been instituted is for the sake of being able 
to manifest a speaker’s thinking (intellectus) to a hearer, so that the structure of vocal 
language reflects that of thinking in the mind: as there are «two main parts in intellectus, 
i.e., suppositum and that which is said of the suppositum», so correspondingly, «two 
kinds of parts of speech have been invented: names and verbs»16. Thus it is the 
speaker’s point of view, and not the hearer’s, from which the author argues the subject. 

He goes on to insist that the institution of words has been made for the sake of 
performing appellatio, and not significatio, and that «names call (appellant) those 
things, and for the sake of placing these things as subjects (propter quas supponendas) 
these names have been instituted»17. From these phrases, we can tell that appellatio is a 
name’s function of referring to some things and making them the subject of speech, and 
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that appellatio is the function that manifests the suppositum in the speaker’s thought. 
Thus appellatio is connected to intellectus, while significatio is cut off from it. 

As for the place of significatio in this respect, the author adds: «though vocal words 
have signification besides appellation, they have caused signification by deducing it 
from appellation, or from the institution made for the sake of appellation»18. So far 
significatio seems to be a subordinate or secondary function based on appellatio. 
 
2. status as the object of signification 

As for significatio, the anonymous author shows theories concerning what vocal 
words can signify. Three theories are rejected without examination as belonging to 
ancient or old scholars, and the other two are recognized and examined as those current 
among modern scholars, «inter modernos», of which he admits the second one alone, 
i.e., the status theory.  

The theory claims that «words signify common or unique status, i.e., being able to 
be participated by only one or by many». E.g., the name «man» signifies a special status, 
«animal» a general status, «Socrates» a status unique to one, and «verbs also signify 
common status»19. Thus status is explained in its relationship to things, i.e., a status is 
something that can be participated (participabilis) by singular things or a singular thing. 
By the term «participabilis» we can suppose that it is not necessary for a status to be 
participated by singular things actually. From this we can safely say that a status, the 
object of signification of a word, should be related as participabilis to singular things 
that are the objects of appellation of the word, and thus the realm of status and that of 
singular things are distinguished. The relationship «participabilis» also suggests the 
relationship between signification and appellation, which can be consistent with the 
preceding claim that signification is subordinate to appellation. According to rerum 
natura, or the order of creation, expressed as «participabilis», status seem to be prior to 
things, nevertheless it is the order of words’ institution the author is referring to now. 
 
3. Priscian grammar as an authority for the status theory 

In order to confirm the status theory, the anonymous author appeals to Priscian’s 
grammar, trying to interpret it in two ways. First, referring to the phrase: «a common 
name is naturally common to many, which connects one and the same general or special 
substance, quality, or quantity», and interprets it: «the one and the same substantial 
status signified by the common name … connects those many things»20. Thus there are 
many kinds of status, and not only the one that corresponds to the category of 
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substance; for instance, there should be a status that corresponds to the name «white 
(thing)».  

Also there are status that correspond to proper names. Referring to another phrase 
of Priscian: «a proper name naturally signifies something’s unique (privata) substance 
and quality», the anonymous author interprets thus: «this means, someone’s unique 
status, whatever it is, determining some certain quality concerning it (determinando 
circa illud aliquam certam qualitatem)»21. He seems not to recognize any qualitative 
status that corresponds to a «unique quality», nor a proper name under the category of 
quality, by contrast to common names so that he needs another explanation for 
«signifies … substance and quality». The interpretation, «determinando … qualitatem», 
apparently reflects a phrase from the anonymous Glosule on Priscian from the latter half 
of the 11th century22. This interpretation, however, is not compatible with the next 
interpretation, as will be shown in the following. 

The second way of interpreting Priscian is, in the anonymous author’s view, in 
accordance with his contemporary grammarians’ interpretation23. He introduces their 
viewpoint as that they accept a name’s signification in a broader sense and, admit that a 
name signifies both substance and quality in the sense that «every name signifies a 
substance with a quality, for each makes a suppoitum understood with any property». 
This also reflects the view of the Glosule, according to which, «significare substantiam» 
is the act of nominatio based on the name’s imposition, while «significare qualitatem» is 
done by representing properties concerning the subject of naming24. For instance, 
«man» names things that are men, and simultaneously represents mortality, rationality, 
animal, etc. 

The anonymous author tries to make this interpretation by the grammarians 
consistent with his status theory: «Perhaps a name can be said to signify a status instead 
of a quality, e.g. ‘man’ signifies a species, ‘animal’ a genus, ‘Socrates’ an individual ». 
This means that, first, a name signifies a substance: this corresponds to the name’s 
relationship to the subject thing (suppositum), and signification is said to be used here in 
the broader sense. Secondly, the name signifies a status, which is a quality, and this is 
what the author intends to present as significatio in the strict sense. 

 The author, however, shows some evidence of unease with this interpretation. First, 
though status is referred to by the word «quality», it is not a being that belongs to the 
category of quality. Secondly, according to this interpretation, by one word «significat» 
in Priscian’s phrase «a name signifies substance and quality», two kinds of signification 
are involved, but this should not be accepted in the sense that there is one signification 
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under one supposition (sub una suppositione). This expression is remarkable, for the 
two types of suppositio, namely the act of placing subject things, seem to be recognized, 
corresponding to the two ways of signification. This means that not only the suppositum 
by appellatio, but also the object of signification, namely status, can be a suppositum 
depending on the context. Thirdly, the author refuses to say, «this name signifies the 
quality which exists or does not exist», but says instead, «this name signifies the quality 
which it signifies». That is, a status has no relationship to existence of individual things, 
so that a status is not such an entity that sometimes exists and sometimes does not exist, 
but rather it always exists as the object of a name’s signification. 

After thus interpreting and trying to justify it, the author expresses his preference 
for the first way of interpreting Priscian. This must mean that he thinks it necessary to 
distinguish clearly between the two kinds of semantic relationship, appellatio and 
significatio25, but the Glosule interprets a word’s signification as if the two kinds are 
mixed, so that he prefers the first interpretation, which interprets Priscian’s passage as 
exclusively concerned with the act of signifying status.  
 
4. cutting off intellectus from the theory of signification 

The three theories referred to as belonging to ancient scholars take imaginatio, 
formae in God before creation, and intellectus as the object of signification 
respectively26. It is remarkable that, though the Ars meliduna distinguishes these 
theories as if they belong to different scholars, these three as a whole correspond to 
Abelard’s presentation I have surveyed in the preceding part. Again, the Ars refers to the 
questions falling under the third intellectus theory: i.e., whether the vocal word «man» 
signifies exclusively one understanding, or this thing’s or that thing’s understanding? Or 
how intellectus should be accepted, as a mental ability, or as an act of understanding, or 
as a passion in mind of the thing understood, etc.? But Abelard, too, treated these points 
during his explanation of significatio intellectus. Moreover, the Ars refers to the 
possibility of signification of a vocal word when the object thing of its appellation 
ceases to exist, as belonging to the second theory, which nominates the ideas or forms in 
God as objects of signification. But how can this reference be appropriate in such 
context? We can understand the context only when we put Abelard as its background. 
For Abelard refers to forms in God for the sake of supporting the idea that the object 
form of our intellection can be taken as an object of signification as well, so that forms 
in God when nothing existed can correspond to significatio intellectus of a name, for 
instance, «rose» when there is no rose. From these points I conclude that there must be 
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Abelard in the background and the author expresses his attitude toward Abelard, when 
he regards these theories as old-fashioned, and puts them aside without examining them. 

Since the anonymous author rejects intellectus etc. as the object of significatio, this 
should show his attitude towards Aristotle’s De interpretatione. For it was used as a 
main authority, when Abelard as well as Anselm introduced intellectus and imaginatio 
into the theory of signification27. In fact, the author refers to Aristotle’s famous passage 
that explains the relationship between vocal sounds and passions, or intellectus, in mind, 
and also to Boethius’ comment on it and tries to make them consistent with his status 
theory28. According to him, it is the causa impositionis, and not the significatio, that 
Aristotle was concerned with there. That is, «vocal words are imposed on things», but it 
is «not on account of the things themselves», but «on account of interpreting 
understandings that are held about the things». This means that, though impositio is 
made in the relationship between vocal word and things, it is intellectus, and not the 
things, that requires words to be imposed.  

If it is the causa impositionis that Aristotle explains by referring to intellectus, we 
need not explain it in terms of signification. Thus the author goes on to separate 
intellectus from significatio: «The vocal words are properly said rather to interpret or to 
produce understandings than to signify them». Though «constituere intellectus» is used 
by Abelard, as well as by Anselm, to explain significare29, nevetheless the author of the 
Ars meliduna uses this notion in the reverse sense, that «constituere intellectus» is 
different form «significare intellectus» and Aristotle admits the former, but not the latter, 
«properly», i.e., in the proper use of the terms. 

The author presents a similar argument in relation to Boethius’ explicit claim that 
vocal words signify mainly understandings, and secondly things30. He explains the 
former as that «vocal words are imposed for the sake of signifying, or expressing 
understandings», while the latter as «appellant», and the reason why it is said to be 
«secundario» is that «when they signify things, they do so….for the sake of 
understandings», i.e. «in order that we interpret or expose intellectus». Thus also the 
word «significare» explicitly used by Boethius is evaluated as an improper use, and 
replaced by other terms «exprimere», «appellare», or explained as an abridged 
expression of other sentences which do not include any idea of signifying 
understandings. Thus the author intends to cut off intellectus from the context of 
significatio and place it in the context of causa impositionis.  
 

CONCLUSION 
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In sum, we can contrast Abelard and the Ars meliduna as for how intellectus are 
treated with reference to signification. For both of them, a status is some thing or some 
fact in the world, independent of intellectus, though it might be an object of intellectus, 
but by no means a mental entity. This is the only point on which both will agree. To 
begin with, they oppose each other as for what is the status. For Abelard, status is causa 
impositionis, while for the Ars meliduna, it is the object of signification. On the contrary, 
intellectus is the object of signification for Abelard, while it is the causa impositionis for 
the Ars meliduna. Abelard thinks of intellectus from the hearer’s point of view basing 
himself on Aristotle’s De interpretatione, so that he attends to the act of producing 
intellectus in the hearer, while the Ars meliduna thinks of intellectus from the speaker’s 
point of view, basing itself on Priscian’s grammar, so that it attends to the vocal words 
as revealing the speaker’s intellectus. Thus the Ars meliduna insists on the reverse of 
what Abelard insisted on31. 
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29 Abaelardus, Glossae, 19,7-9. etc. Anselmus, De grammatico, Schmidt, I, 160.29-31. 
30 Ars meliduna, 213va23-27: «Boethius quoque, ipsam causam impositionis considerans, ait eas 
principaliter significare intellectus, secundario vero res; principaliter, inquit, significant intellectus, id est 
cum significent intellectus propter ipsos significandos sive exprimendos sunt impositae; secundario vero 
significant res sive appellant, quia cum significent res, propter aliud eas significant, scilicet propter 
intellectus. Ad hoc quippe, ut interpretemur, id est intellectum exponamus, significamus, non autem e 
converso. » Cf. Boethius, In librum de interpretatione, editio secunda, PL 64, 409B-C.    

31 I deeply appreciate Charles Burnett for his help in preparing the English draft. 


